Many cognitive and behavioral tasks -such as interval timing, spatial navigation, motor control and speech -require the execution of preciselytimed sequences of neural activation that cannot be fully explained by a succession of external stimuli. We show how repeatable and reliable patterns of spatiotemporal activity can be generated in chaotic and noisy spiking recurrent neural networks. We propose a general solution for networks to autonomously produce rich patterns of activity by providing a multi-periodic oscillatory signal as input. We show that the model accurately learns a variety of tasks, including speech generation, motor control and spatial navigation. Further, the model performs temporal rescaling of natural spoken words and exhibits sequential neural activity commonly found in experimental data involving temporal processing. In the context of spatial navigation, the model learns and replays compressed sequences of place cells and captures features of neural activity such as the emergence of ripples and theta phase precession. Together, our findings suggest that combining oscillatory neuronal inputs with different frequencies provides a key mechanism to generate precisely timed sequences of activity in recurrent circuits of the brain. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 Neural oscillations | Spiking neural networks | Recurrent neural networks | Temporal processing | Balanced networks 1. Introduction 1
where C and R are the membrane capacitance and resistance, EL is the leak reversal potential, gex and gin are the timedependent excitatory and inhibitory conductances, Eex and Ein are the excitatory and inhibitory reversal potentials, Itonic is a constant current applied to all neurons and Iinp is a time-varying input described below. Parameters were sampled from Gaussian distributions as described in Table 1 . The excitatory and inhibitory conductances, gex and gin respectively, obey the following equations:
from a half-normal distribution f (0, σrnn), where σrnn = γrnn √ Nrnn×prnn . All ODEs are solved using a forward Euler method 48 with time-step ∆t = 0.05 ms.
49
Each SRNN neuron is connected to each of the Ninp input units with probability pinp. The external inputs (Iinp) (with 50 index inp dropped to alleviate notation) follow:
where i = 1, ..., Nrnn stands for the identity of the post-synaptic unit and k = 1, ..., Ninp, where Ninp represents the total 53 number of inputs. f is the frequency of the sine wave and the initial phase φ is drawn from a uniform distribution U (−π, π) 54 (fixed for each realization of a task). The sine wave is then transformed by adding 1 and dividing by 2 to limit its range to 55 [0,A]. The input is rescaled by the connectivity weight M i,k from input unit k into SRNN unit i. The full input-to-SRNN 56 connectivity matrix M is a Nrnn × Ninp sparse and static matrix, with a density of pinp. The non-zero connections of M are 57 drawn from a normal distribution N (0, 1) and A is the amplitude of the input (30 pA by default).
58
All of the SRNN's excitatory neurons project to the readout units. Their spiking activity r is filtered by a double exponential:
where τr = 6 ms is the synaptic rise time and τ d = 60 ms is the synaptic decay time. Wout is initialized as a Nout × N (ex) rnn null 63 matrix that is modified according to the learning rule described below (see training procedure). Nout is the number of readout C. Learning algorithm for the readout unit. We used the recursive least square algorithm (20) to train the readout units to 69 produce the target functions. The Wout weight matrix was updated based on the following equations:
70 Wout(t) = Wout(t − ∆t) − e(t)P (t)r(t), [7] 71 72 e(t) = W T out (t)r(t) − f (t).
[8] 73 Where the error e(t) was determined by the difference between the value of the readout unit obtained with the multiplication of 74 the reservoir's activity with the weights Wout, and the target function's value f at time t. Each weight update was separated 75 by a time interval ∆t of 2.5 ms for all simulations. P is a running estimate of the inverse of the correlation matrix of the 76 network rates r (see eq. Eq. (5)) , modified according to eq. Eq. (9) and initialized with eq. Eq. (10). 77 P (t) = P (t − ∆t) − P (t − ∆t)r(t)r T (t)P (t − ∆t) 1 + r T (t)P (t − ∆t)r(t) , [9] 78 79 P (0) = I α .
[10] 80 where I is the identity matrix and α is a learning rate constant. where tstim = 500 ms, t ex end denotes the end of the excitatory pulse and t in end (different across oscillatory networks) is the end of φ t+∆t = φt + εt ⇐⇒ φn+1 = φn + εn+1 [15] 111 with φ(0) = φ0 [16] ε ∼ N (0, σ 2 φ ∆t) [17] from initial value φ0, sampled from a uniform distribution as specified previously. More intuitively, φ(t) can be constructed as:
On average, the resulting deviation from the deterministic signal, 
For ease of comparison, we can express the equivalent standard deviation in degrees (see Fig. S7 ):
[20] 113 F. Model for place cells sequence formation.
114
F.1. Network architecture and parameters. We employed a balanced recurrent network similar to the ones used for all other 115 simulations, with a few key differences. The input consisted of Ninp = 20 oscillators with periods ranging from 7.5 to 8.5 Hz 116 that densely projected to the SRNN (p = 1) and follow:
C was set to 100 pF for all neurons and γrnn was set to 0.5. We removed the readout unit and connections, and we selected 119 10 random excitatory cells (N place ) as place cells. Those cells had parameters identical to the other SRNN excitatory units, 120 except:
2. A 600 ms sine wave at 10 Hz with an amplitude of 60 pA was injected in each of the place cells at a given time representing the animal going through its place field.
125
3. The connections between the input oscillators and the place cells were modified following eq.Eq. (22).
G. Audio processing for speech learning. We used the numpy/python audio tools from (24), adapted by (25), to process the 141 audio WAVE file. We used the built-in functions to convert the audio file to a mel-scaled spectrogram and to invert it back to 142 a waveform.
143

Results
144
A. A cortical network driven by oscillations. We began with a basic implementation of our model where artificial oscillations 145 served as input to a SRNN ( Fig. 1a ) -in a later section, we will describe a more realistic version where recurrent networks 146 generate these oscillations intrinsically. In this simplified model, two input nodes, but potentially more ( Fig. S1 ), generate 147 sinusoidal functions of different frequencies. These input nodes project onto a SRNN that is a conductance-based leaky 148 integrate-and-fire (LIF) model (26) with balanced excitation and inhibition (7) . Every cell in the network is either strictly 149 excitatory or inhibitory, thus respecting Dale's principle.
150
The combination of Ninp input oscillators will generate a sequence of unique Ninp-dimensional vectors where the sequence 151 lasts as long as the least common multiple of the inputs' individual periods (14) . For instance, two sine waves with periods 152 of 200 ms and 250 ms would create a multi-periodic input with a period lasting 1,000 ms. This effect can be viewed as a 153 two-dimensional state-space where each axis is an individual sine wave ( Fig. 1b ). Using a phase reset of the oscillations on every 154 trial can then evoke a repeatable pattern of activity in the downstream population of neurons. Thus, multiplexed oscillations 155 provide the network with inputs whose timescale largely exceeds that of individual units.
156
When a SRNN (Nres = 2,000) was injected with oscillations, excitatory and inhibitory populations modulated their activity 157 over time, while the average input currents to individual neurons remained balanced ( Fig. 1c , top panel). To illustrate the 158 benefits of oscillatory inputs on a SRNN, we designed a simple task where a network was trained to reproduce a target function 159 consisting of a time-varying signal generated from low-pass filtered noise (Fig. 1c, bottom Next, we investigated the resilience of the network to structural perturbations where a number of individual neurons from 169 the SRNN were "clamped" (i.e., held at resting potential) after training (14). We trained a network for 10 epochs, then froze 170 the weights and tested its performance on producing the target output. We then gradually clamped an increasing proportion 171 of neurons from the SRNN. The network's performance decreased gradually as the percentage of clamped units increased 172 (Fig. 1e ). Remarkably, the network produced an output that correlated strongly with the target function (correlation of 0.7) 173 even when 10% of neurons were clamped. Further exploration of the model shows a wide range of parameters that yield high performances ( Fig. S1 ). Oscillatory inputs thus enabled SRNN to produce precise and repeatable patterns of activity under B. Endogenously generated oscillatory activity. While our results thus far have shown the benefits of input oscillations when 178 training a SRNN model, we did not consider their neural origins. To address this issue, we developed a model that replaces 179 this artificial input with activity generated by an "oscillator" spiking network acting as a central pattern generator (27).
180
To do so, we took advantage of computational results showing that sparsely connected networks can transition from an 181 asynchronous to a periodic synchronous regime in response to a step current (15, 28, 29) , thus capturing in vivo activity (30) 182 (see Methods) ( Fig. 2a ). The periodicity of the synchronous events could therefore potentially be used to biologically capture 183 the effects of artificially generated sine waves.
184
In simulations, we found that this transition was robust to both synaptic noise and neuronal clamping ( Fig. S2 ). Further, 185 the frequency of synchronized events could be modulated by adjusting the strength of the step current injected in the network, 186 with stronger external inputs leading to a higher frequency of events ( Fig. S2 ). Thus, oscillator networks provide a natural 187 neural substrate for input oscillations into a recurrent network.
188
From there, we formed a model where three oscillator networks fed their activity to a SRNN (Fig. 2b ). These oscillator 189 networks had the same internal parameters except for the inhibitory decay time constants of their recurrent synapses (τin = 70, 190 100 and 130 ms for each network) thus yielding different oscillatory frequencies (Figs. S3,S4). In order to transition from an 191 asynchronous to a synchronous state, the excitatory neurons of the oscillator networks received a step current.
192
The full connectivity matrix of this large model is depicted in Fig. 2c . As shown, the oscillator networks send sparse 195 we found that strong feedback projections desynchronized the oscillator networks (Figs. S2,S5). until a step current was injected into the excitatory units of the oscillator networks. In response to this step current, both oscillator and SRNN transitioned to a synchronous regime. The model reverted back to an asynchronous regime once the step 199 current was turned off.
200
To illustrate the behavior of this model, we devised a "cued" task similar to the one described above, where the goal was to 201 reproduce a random time-varying signal. When learning this signal, however, the oscillator networks received a cue ("Input 1") 202 consisting of a combination of excitatory step current and transient inhibitory input (Fig. 2d ) that alters the relative phase of 203 the input oscillators, but not their frequency. Following 20 epochs of training, we switched to a testing phase and showed that 204 the model closely matched the target signal ( Fig. 2f ). Crucially, this behavior of the model was specific to the cue provided 205 during training: when a different, novel cue (shaped by inhibitory transients) was presented to the network ("Input 2"), a 206 different output was produced ( Fig. 2f ).
207
In sum, the model was able to learn a complex time-varying signal by harnessing internally-generated oscillations that 208 controlled the ongoing activity of a SRNN. In the following section, we aimed to further explore the computational capacity of 209 the model by training a SRNN on multiple tasks in parallel. Architecture of the augmented model. As in 1a, W and Wout denote the recurrent and readout connections, respectively. M is the connection matrix from the input to the SRNN, except that the input units are now replaced by networks of neurons. M denotes the feedback connections from the SRNN to the oscillatory network. Winp denotes the connections providing the tonic depolarization to the oscillatory networks. c Connectivity matrix of the model. The external drive is provided solely to the oscillatory networks that project to the SRNN that in turn projects to the readout unit. d External inputs provided to the oscillatory networks with varied inhibitory transients associated with each excitatory input. e Top: Sample activity of the oscillatory networks (green) on two separate trials with different inputs, and the SRNN for one trial (input #1). Bottom: PSTH of the network's neurons activity on five different trials with input #1. f Post-training output of the network, where input #1 was paired with the target, but input #2 was not.
C. An artificial network that learns to multitask. To explore the ability of the model to learn two tasks concurrently, we reverted 211 to our initial model with artificial oscillations, allowing for a more principled control of the input injected to the SRNN. The 212 oscillatory input consisted of three sine waves of different frequencies ( Fig. 3a ) (more inputs lead to richer dynamics, Fig. S1 ) .
213
We trained this model on two different motor control tasks that required the network to combine the output of two readout 214 units in order to draw either a circle or a star in two dimensions. Here, each of the outputs corresponded to x-and y-coordinates, 215 respectively. The phase of the oscillations ("Input 1" vs. "Input 2") were individually paired with only one of the two tasks in 216 alternation ( Fig. 3a) .
217
We employed a principal component analysis (PCA) to visualize the activity of the SRNN before and during training ( Fig.   218 3b). Before injecting the oscillatory inputs, the network generated spontaneous activity that occupied a limited portion of the 219 state space (Fig. 3b, circle) . During training, the oscillatory inputs were turned on, resulting in different trajectories depending 220 on the relative phase of the oscillations. The network thus displayed a distinct pattern of activity for each of the two tasks.
of the oscillatory input -in a condition where we presented a randomly-chosen phase configuration to the network, the output did not match either of the trained patterns ( Fig. 3c) .
225
Finally, we tested the ability of the model to learn a number of target signals varying in duration and frequency. We 226 generated a number of target functions consisting of filtered noise (as described previously), and varied their duration as well 227 as the cut-off frequencies of band-pass filtering. The network performed optimally for tasks with relatively low frequency (<30 228 Hz) and shorter duration (<5 seconds), and had a decent performance for even longer targets (e.g, correlation of r=0.5 for a 229 time of 7 seconds and a frequency below 30 Hz). (Fig. 3d ).
230
In sum, the model was able to learn multiple tasks in parallel based on the phase configuration of the oscillatory inputs to 231 the SRNN units. The range of target signals that could be learned was dependent upon their duration and frequency. The next 232 section will investigate another aptitude of the network, where a target signal can be rescaled in time without further training. D. Temporal rescaling of neuronal activity. A key aspect of many behavioral tasks based on temporal sequences is that once 234 learned they can be performed faster or slower without additional training. For example, when a new word is learned, it can be 235 spoken faster or slower without having to learn the different speeds separately. 236 We propose a straightforward mechanism to rescale a learned temporal sequence in the model. Because the activity of the 237 model strongly depends upon the structure of its oscillatory inputs, we conjectured that the model may generate a slower or 238 faster output by multiplying the period of the oscillatory inputs by a common factor. Biologically, such a factor might arise 239 from afferent neural structures that modulate oscillatory activity (15). Due to the highly non-linear properties of the network, 240 it is not trivial that rescaling the inputs would expand or compress its activity in a way that preserves key features of the 241 output (31).
242
To test the above mechanism, we trained a SRNN receiving sine wave inputs to produce a temporal sequence of low-pass 243 filtered random activity. After the pair of input-target was trained for 10 epochs, we tested the network by injecting it with 244 sine waves that were either compressed or expanded by a fixed factor relative to the original inputs ( Fig. 4a ). To evaluate the 245 network's ability to faithfully replay the learned sequence, we computed the Pearson correlation between the output of the network (Fig. 4b ) and a compressed or expanded version of the target signal.
Performance degraded gradually with inputs that were expanded or contracted in time relative to the target signal (i.e, as 248 the rescaling factor moved further away from 1) ( Fig. 4c ). Further, performance degraded more slowly beyond a rescaling 249 factor of 1.5, particularly when input noise was absent, suggesting some capacity of the network to expand the target signal in 250 time (Fig. S6 ). This result offered a qualitative match to experimental findings (32) and the performance of the network was 251 tolerant to small phase deviations resulting from the addition of random jitter in the phase of the input oscillations ( Fig. S7 ).
252
In sum, rescaling the speed of the input oscillations by a common factor lead to a corresponding rescaling of the learned 253 task, with compressed neural activity resulting in more error than expanded activity. The next section examines some of the 254 underlying features of activity in a SRNN driven by oscillatory inputs.
255
E. Temporal selectivity of artificial neurons. A hallmark of temporal processing in brain circuits is that some subpopulations 256 of neurons increase their firing rate at specific times during the execution of a timed task (33) (34) (35) . To see whether this feature 257 was present in the model, we injected similar oscillatory inputs as above (10 input we then sorted these z-scores by the timing of their peak activity. We retained only the neurons that were active during the 261 simulations (71%). Results showed a clear temporal selectivity whereby individual neurons increased their firing rate at a 262 preferred time relative to the onset of each trial (Fig. 4d ).
263
These "selectivity peaks" in neural activity were maintained in the same order when we expanded or contracted the input 264 oscillations by a fixed factor (Fig. 4a) , and sorted neurons based on the original input oscillations ( Fig. 4d ), thus capturing 265 recent experimental results (34). To shed light on the ability of simulated neurons to exhibit temporal selectivity, we examined 266 the timing of excitatory and inhibitory currents averaged across neurons of the SRNN. We then aligned these currents to the 267 timing of selectivity peaks and found elevated activity around the time of trial-averaged peaks (Fig. 4e ). Therefore, both 268 the input E/I currents and the external inputs drive the activity of the neurons near their peak response, showing that both 269 intrinsic and external sources drives the temporal selectivity of individual neurons.
270
In sum, neurons from the SRNN show sequential patterns of activity by leveraging a combination of external drive and 271 recurrent connections within the network. Next, we examined the ability of the model to learn a naturalistic task of speech 272 production.
273
F. Learning Natural Speech, Fast and Slow. In a series of simulations, we turned to a biologically and behaviorally relevant 274 task of natural speech learning. This task is of particular relevance to temporal sequence learning given the precise yet flexible 275 nature of speech production: once we learn to pronounce a word, it is straightforward to alter the speed at which this word is 276 spoken without the need for further training. We thus designed a task where an artificial neural network must learn to utter 277 spoken words in the English language and pronounce them slower or faster given the appropriate input, without retraining.
278
To train a network on this task, we began by extracting the waveform from an audio recording of the word "reservoir" and 279 converting this waveform to a spectrogram (Fig. 5a ). We then employed a compression algorithm to bin the full range of 280 frequencies into 64 channels spanning a range from 300 Hz to 8 kHz (see Methods). Each of these channels were mapped onto 281 an individual readout unit of the model. Synaptic weights of the SRNN to the readout were trained to reproduce the amplitude 282 of the 64 channels over time. The output spectrogram obtained from the readout units was converted to an audio waveform 283 and compared to the target waveform (see Movie S1).
284
Following training, the network was able to produce a waveform that closely matched the target word ( Fig. 5a ). To examine 285 the ability of the network to utter the same word faster or slower, we employed the rescaling approach described earlier, where 286 we multiplied the input oscillations by a constant factor (Fig. 4a ).
287
Our model was able to produce both faster and slower speech than what it had learned (Fig. 5b) . Scaling the outputs back 288 to the original speed showed that the features of the spectrogram were well replicated (Fig. 5c ). The correlation between the 289 rescaled outputs and target signal decreased as a function of the rescaling factor ( Fig. 5d) , in a manner similar to the above 290 results on synthetic signals (Fig. 4c ).
291
Results thus suggest that multiplexing oscillatory inputs enabled a SRNN to acquire and rescale temporal sequences obtained 292 from natural speech. In the final section below, we employed our model to capture hippocampal activity during a well-studied 293 task of spatial navigation. In this section, we turned to a task of spatial navigation that required the 296 model to learn a discrete sequence of neural activity.
297
A wealth of experiments shows that subpopulations of neurons become selectively active for specific task-related time 298 intervals. A prime example is seen in hippocampal theta sequences (36) that are observed during spatial navigation in rodents,
299
where individual place cells (37) increase their firing rate at a given location in space (place fields). During spatial navigation, 300 the hippocampus shows oscillatory activity in the theta range (4-12 Hz), likely originating from both the medial septum (38) and within hippocampus (39, 40). oscillators (CA3, (41)) ( Fig. 6a,b ). We randomly selected 10 excitatory units within the SRNN and labelled them as "place 305 cells". To simulate the response of place cells to an environmental input indicating the spatial location of the animal (42), we 306 depolarized these cells by an oscillating input at 10 Hz for 600 ms with a specific onset that differed across neurons in order to 307 capture their respective place fields (assuming a fixed spatiotemporal relation of 100 ms = 5 cm on a linear track). In this way, 308 the sequential activation of place cells from the SRNN mimicked the response of CA1 neurons to an animal walking along a 309 linear track (Fig. 6c ).
310
To capture the effect of theta oscillations on CA1 activity, all neurons from the SRNN were driven by a combination of 311 multiple oscillating inputs where the frequency of each input was drawn from a uniform distribution in the range of 7-9 Hz.
312
Connections from the input units and the place cells within the SRNN were modified by a synaptic plasticity rule (see Methods).
313
As expected from the input oscillators, mean population activity of the SRNN exhibited prominent theta activity (Fig. 6d ).
314
To assess the baseline performance of the model, we ran an initial simulation with oscillatory inputs but no synaptic plasticity 315 or place fields (i.e., no environmental inputs to the place cells). All place cells of the model remained silent (Fig. 6g ). Next, we 316 ran a training phase simulating a single lap of the virtual track lasting 5 seconds, where place cells received oscillatory inputs 317 (CA3) as well as a depolarizing oscillation (10 Hz) whenever the cell entered its place field. During this lap, individual place 318 cells entered their respective field only once. We assessed the performance of the model during a testing phase where both 319 synaptic plasticity and depolarizing oscillations were turned off. During the testing phase, place cells yielded a clear sequence 320 of activation that matched the firing pattern generated during training (Fig. 6g) . Thus, place cell activity was linked to the 321 phase of the oscillatory inputs after a single lap of exploration.
322
Going further, we explored two key aspects of place cell activity in the SRNN that are reported in hippocampus, namely 323 phase precession and rapid replay. During phase precession, the phase of firing of place cells exhibits a lag that increases with 324 every consecutive cycle of the theta oscillation (36, 43). We examined this effect in the model by extracting the instantaneous 325 phase of firing relative to the global firing rate filtered between 4-12 Hz. The activity of individual place cells from the SRNN 326 relative to theta activity exhibited an increasing phase lag characteristic of phase precession (Fig. 6e,f) .
327
A second feature of hippocampal activity is the rapid replay of place cells during rest and sleep in a sequence that mirrors 328 their order of activation during navigation (44). This replay can arise in either a forward or reverse order from the original 329 sequence of activation (45). We compressed (factor of 0.15) the CA3 theta oscillations injected in the SRNN during training, 330 resulting in rapid (50-55 Hz) bursts of activity (Fig. 6h) . These fast oscillations mimicked the sharp-wave ripples that 331 accompany hippocampal replay (44). In response to these ripples, place cells of the SRNN exhibited a pattern of response that conserved the order of activation observed during training (Fig. 6h ). Further, a reverse replay was obtained by inverting the 333 ripples (that is, reversing the order of the compressed sequence) presented to the SRNN (Fig. 6h ).
334
In sum, oscillatory inputs allowed individual neurons of the model to respond selectively to external inputs in a way that 335 captured the sequential activation and replay of hippocampal place cells during a task of spatial navigation. with a recurrent network.
343
When we modulated the period of input oscillations delivered to neurons of the SRNN, the model was able to produce an output that was faithful to the target signal, but sped up or slowed down by a constant factor (32, 34) . Oscillations served to 345 train a recurrent network that reproduced natural speech and generated both slower and faster utterances of natural words 346 with no additional training. Using further refinements of the model, we employed this principle of oscillation-driven network to 347 capture the fast replay of place cells during a task of spatial navigation.
348
Below we discuss the biological implications of our model as well as its applications and limitations. delays, and conductance-based synapses (7, 11, 46) . We used a learning algorithm that isn't biologically plausible to train the 353 readout unit (recursive least-square). However, given that the SRNN's dynamics is independent of the readout's output, any 354 other learning algorithm would be compatible with our model.
355
Further, and most central to this work, our model included neural oscillations along a range of frequencies that closely 356 matched those reported in electrophysiological studies (30, 47) . Although there is an abundance of potential roles for neural oscillations in neuronal processing, much of their function remain unknown (48). Here, we proposed that multiple heterogeneous 
